Capacitor bank controller using artificial neural network with closed-loop system
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ABSTRACT
The problem of power factor in the industry is critical. This is due to the issue of low power factor that can make the vulnerability of industrial equipment damaged. This problem has been resolved in various ways, one of which is the Automatic Power Factor Correction, with the most popular device called capacitor bank. There are also many methods used, but several methods require certain calculations so the system can adapt to the new plant. In this study, researchers proposed a capacitor bank control system that can adapt to plants with different capacitor values without using any calculations by using an Artificial Neural Network with a closed-loop controller. The system is simulated using Simulink Matlab to know the performance with two testing scenarios. The first is changing the value of the power factor on the system and changing the value of the capacitor power at each bank, the second comparing it with the conventional methods. The results show that the system has been able to adapt to different capacitor power values and has a better performance than the conventional method in power factor oscillation due to the extreme power factor interference.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this era, industrial is overgrowing. The rapid growth of the industrial is directly proportional to the increasing need for electrical energy used. The increasing of power needed needs to be encouraged by the maintained power quality. Because it will undoubtedly make the equipment in the industry to become easily damaged cause the quality of the power is terrible [1]. This power quality problem often arises in the industry because the equipment used in the industry on average produces reactive power (inductive load). Therefore, when that equipment active, the power quality decreased [2, 3]. With the declining power quality, it will significantly affect the performance of the industry. Both from the economy, such as penalty fees due to low power factor and in terms of investment because some sensitive equipment will be disrupted when the power factor is deficient [3].

For overcoming of quality power problem, a device has emerged. The device is known as Automatic Power Factor Correction (APFC) [4-6]. The principle of this device is to compensate for the reactive power caused by inductive loads by adding capacitive loads [7]. The principle of this device is to compensate for...
the reactive power caused by inductive loads by adding capacitive loads [8]. The types or names of devices used also have many variations [3, 9]. Some use the concept of capacitor banks that utilise relays to add capacitive loads to the grid [10-13], dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) [14], static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) [15, 16], and static VAR compensator (SVC) [17, 18].

Meanwhile, when viewed from the automatic control method, several studies develop. However, among the popular ones is to use artificial intelligence controllers such as Fuzzy and ANN. One of them is the Guliyev [19] research, which uses control input references that are current (I) and power factor with sin θ output. Then fuzzy is fed into a closed-loop system to maintain a large VAR (reactive voltage) to connect the number of capacitor banks connected to the system. Likewise, with research conducted by Ragab’s [20] that uses PI controls. In this study, researchers rely on Vref (reference voltage when ideal). The system used is also a closed-loop system. This is similar to Moh research [21] that uses Fuzzy logic as a controller. It’s just that the input used in control is the power factor angle, and the output is the firing angle of the thyristor. Shuhui’s research [6] that uses Artificial Neural Networks to regulate the amount of compensation power. In this control created by Shuhui, the researcher uses two inputs. The first input is the power system (P) and also the nominal bus (V). However, from obtained information, some gaps can be developed. First, the use of power quality compensators by industry using the concept of capacitor banks (relays) is more widely used compared to the concept of DVRs, SVCs or other devices that utilize power electronic components. This is because the capacitor bank is considered to be more economical compared to the power electronics component, which will cause a lengthy repair process and a substantial repair cost if the power electronics component damaged. Secondly, when viewed from several algorithms used (artificial intelligence) [22, 23], some studies still use the concept of power compensation control by calculating how much compensation the system needs to produce a good power factor. That will certainly make the system need to be reset and recalculate if the system is implemented in a different plant, thus making the system not universal or in terms of the computer world known as “plug and play” [24].

Therefore in this study, researchers will take advantage of this opportunity. In this research, the authors will develop the power factor compensates using capacitor bank. But, the system or capacitor bank which developed using a universal system using artificial neural network (ANN) with closed-loop bases. Therefore, with this, the concept of “plug and play” can be achieved. The system will be formed by referring directly to the power factor load. Then by using the closed-loop system, the system will control the capacitor switch so the system can maintain the power factor as good as possible as desired by the user. It could happen cause the ANN will take the switch controller to the right capacitor bank as fast as possible. It is expected that the operation can achieve a faster-repaired power factor so the power quality can be maintained. The fundamental distinguishes the research conducted by Shuhui [6] with the research proposed (which use ANN too), lies in the input and control model used. If Shuhui’s study uses the open-loop control model and uses input control references that are the amount of power (P) and nominal bus voltage (V), the research proposed by the author is different. In this study, the author will use a closed-loop control model with input error and delta error, and with the value of the control response as the output. By applying this control model, the system will quickly adapt to the system. In this study, the author will simulate the proposed method using Simulink Matlab. The proposed system will be tested on the system itself made by the author, whose value of the power factor is changed to a specific value. With the change in the value of the power factor at a particular value, the system response can be known its performance.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The power factor can be determined by performing calculations involving two variables. The two variables are real power (P) and apparent power (S). The equation used in (1). In the industrial world, reactive power (Q), is influenced by inductive loads such as motors and transformers. The higher the inductive power connected to the grid, the lower power factor will be. Therefore, to be able to make the power factor value better, the capacitive load must be connected to the system. For more details, the power factor relationship can be seen in Figure 1.

From the equations in (1), it can be seen that the control system needs to do reactive power compensation by connecting capacitive loads into the system to make improvements the power factor. Therefore, the key to improving power factor lies in this way. For realising the power compensation system, in this study, the system block diagram formed. The system block diagram can be seen in Figure 2. In Figure 2, there are several important blocks. First is the block control system. This block contains intelligence control in the form of ANN. Because the method used is a closed-loop system, there are two inputs and one output. The input block is an error which is the difference between the desired setpoint power factor (CPRef) and the current power factor (CPReal) (2), and the input is a delta error (dE) which is the difference from the present error (E0).
minus the previous error \((E(t-1))\) (3). The output of this block is the response value which will be fed into the second block, namely the lagging and leading detection blocks.

Figure 1. Power factor correlation

\[
Power Factor (P_f) = \frac{Real Power (P)}{Apparent Power (S)}
\]  

(1)

Figure 2. Diagram block system

\[
E = CPReal - CPRef
\]  

(2)

\[
DE = E_{(t-1)} - E_o
\]  

(3)

Keep in mind that not all decreased power factor is due to inductive load, but it can also be due to the overload of capacitive power cause of the previous conditions. If the inductive load reduced a lot, but in the previous conditions the amount of capacitive load is still installed a lot too, then power factor down. The decreased power factor causes due to this problem (the high capacitive load which is still connected to the grid), not cause of the inductive load problem. Therefore, if the system is not sensitive to the problems encountered (lagging or leading), the addition of capacitors into the system will only add to the problem (the power factor will decrease more). In this study, to tackle this problem, it will be handled by the second block. The second block is the lagging and leading detection block or power saturation (Figure 3). The function of this block is to do the processing of the control system output to suit the system requirements. This block is detecting the problem causes the power factor decreased as the previous explanation. If the reduced power factor causes a lot of inductive loads (lagging), the system will add the capacitor load to make the power factor good again. But, if the decreased power factor causes a lot of capacitive loads (leading), the system will release the capacitor which switched to the grid. With the voltage and current phase conditions, the second block will work. If lagging occurs (voltage precedes current), the output of the control system will instruct to add the number of relays. But if there is a leading (current precedes the voltage), then the output of the control system will instruct to reduce the number of relays.
The workings of this system can be observed using (4) where Relay is the number of relays that must be installed, OutCs is the control system output, and ± is the control carried out by the lagging block and leading detection. The system will give a value (+) if there is lagging and the system will provide value (-) if there is leading.

\[
Relay = Relay \pm OutCs
\]  

(4)

Figure 3 is part of the power saturation block. In this block, the system is built using D Flip-Flop. The input of the D Flip-Flop made by following Figure 3. Figure 3 is an image for detecting alpha signals at a voltage (V) and current (I). For beta and 0 (zero) signals, they will be made according to the circuit pattern in Figure 3. After being arranged according to the circuit pattern above, the output of the D Flip-Flop will be combined using the OR gate.

The next block is Relay and Capacitor. This block is the controllable series of Relay and Capacitors that are ready to be connected to the. While for the last block is the Calculate Power Factor block. The function of this block is to know the change of the response due to the addition of the capacitive load. The total simulation can be seen in Figure 3, which is an implementation of the previous block diagram. In this simulation, the author uses a plant at 3 phase voltage with a power of 1MW and a frequency of 50Hz. As for the sensitive load is maintained a resistive load with power value 157600W. For inductive loads used to generate large amounts of inductive reactive power is an inductor contained in the QL block. The QL block has ten installed inductive loads with each load has a value of 52KVAr. QL block will be controlled so it can generate interference in the form of a decreased power quality at the time of the simulation. Bank of capacitors in the simulation is in the Capacitor Bank block with two blocks. One Capacitor Bank block consists of ten capacitors with varying values for each test to be performed. Among the power capacitor values that will be used are 20KVAr, 50KVAr, 80KVAr. So in this simulation, there are 20 total capacitors (two blocks of capacitor banks). Within this block has been installed a relay that will be controlled by the Control System block in the form of Artificial Neural Network. And the last is the Power Measurement block that is a block used to measure the power factor value for control feedback.

Figure 3. Power saturation block

The ANN structure formed in this study consists of two inputs and one output. The first input is an error, the second input is a delta error, and the output is the response value to the change (represent how many relays must be switch on or switch off). For the structure of the ANN, the structure consists of one layer with ten neurons in each layer. The data used for training is the response data that has been compiled by researchers with closed-loop mechanism data training. The results of the training process have an accuracy of 0.99758, which has exceeded the target of researchers with 0.97 as a standard value. The reason why researchers provided accuracy targets with this value is that the minimum system can follow the trained data from the researcher with response values not far from them. So by ensuring accuracy in the accuracy target range, the trained data performance can be evaluated that is the trained data good or not when the system runs in the simulation process.

For knowing the performance of the proposed system, the test is carried out. The system will be simulated in the Simulink Matlab and will be tested by changed variation of inductive loads connected. With the change of that variation inductive load, it will make power quality of the system changed.
The changed power quality then will respond by the control system. The author will observe the control system response that the first is the system can follow changes in power quality then fix it or not. And the second is whether the system can maintain the power factor setpoint value that has been set (or at least close to the setpoint value that has been set). Therefore in this study, the test data will be displayed in graphical form to see the comparison between the power factor referenced, the power factor response after repair and the number of relays installed. Besides that, this research will also test by changing the value of bank capacitors to find out that the system can adapt to any capacitor value. The replaced values for each session are 20KVAr, 50KVAr and 80KVAr. The selection of capacitor values on power is based on several capacitor values available on the market. Besides, to testing the system performance by changing the value of the power factor as previous explained, the authors also verify the performance of the proposed system by comparing the performance of the proposed method with the conventional method. The conventional method in question is to add or reduce the number of installed capacitors with a value of 1. This method is the easiest method to use but still has problems with slow responses [25]. For the total simulation in Simulink Matlab in this research, it can be looked at in Figure 4.

**Figure 4. Total simulation power factor correction using an artificial neural network**

3. **RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In this section, testing is carried out following the test scenarios mentioned in the previous section. By taking some data such as the setpoint used by the user that is the power factor 0.95, the system response (the value of the actual system power factor), and the number of relay contacts installed, the performance of the system can be seen. For the value of the power factor tested, the author started from 0.5, 0.7, 0.5, 0.8 and then 0.5. In theory, the higher the power factor value, the smaller the number of inductor values connected, and vice versa. If sorted in each cycle of the power factor value changes, the total value of the connected inductors is 5, 3, 6, 2, and 6. The changing of the power factor or the total installed inductor for tested system performance varies every 0.2S according to the mentioned sequence. The results of the system performance testing with this scenario that can be seen in Figures 5-10. The results show that the proposed system has better performance than conventional techniques. This can be seen in several results produced by conventional methods. In the conventional method, several problems can be seen as happened in Figure 5 (conventional method) where there is a value that falls below 0.6 in seconds 0-0.1s, while in Figure 6 (ANN) the power factor does not drop below 0.6. Likewise, what happened in Figures 7 and 9, where the power factor value is changing. This is different from what is in Figures 8 and 10 (ANN), which have an oscillation power factor value (0.6-0.7s) but not as severe as that of conventional methods. The occurrence of the conventional method problems is due to the responding algorithm that every change of power factor will be responded by increasing or decreasing the number of capacitors by a value of 1. This can be seen by comparing the responses contained in the Total Capacitor graph section. In conventional methods, the response value that is issued has a smaller value than ANN that can respond to changes with a larger step. Therefore, the system is more stable and faster reach to the setpoint because the value of the right capacitor to compensate for changes in system power factor has been achieved. Therefore the process of the power factor...
Correcting becomes longer and more susceptible to interference due to extreme power factor changes such as those contained in the 0.6-0.7 seconds. But this also happens to the proposed system (ANN) where at that time, the power factor also experiences oscillation. As mentioned in the previous explanation that it happen caused by a drastic change in power factor. The power factor changing happens from 0.5 to 0.8. With this drastic change, the value of the previous capacitor used to compensate the power factor with a value of 0.5, certainly has an amount more than the system needs to compensate for the power factor at a value of 0.8. The result is a decrease in power factor due to excessive capacitor load problems. However, with this phenomenon, the system proposed by the author can solve it. The performance proposed method from several systems testing using different capacitor values can adapt and overcome the problem of decreasing power factor that occurs. Also, the proposed method has a better performance in tackling the oscillation problems arise and has closed value to the setpoint value than the conventional method.

Figure 5. Response system with capacitor power value 20KVAR with conventional method

Figure 6. Response system with capacitor power value 20KVAR with ANN

Figure 7. Response system with capacitor power value 50KVAR with conventional method
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been applied to adjust power factor correction automatically. The results obtained indicate that the implementation of ANN has been able to work on several capacitor power values and have a better performance than the conventional method for tackling the problem, especially in oscillation problem and has closed value to the setpoint value. However, the results obtained suggest that there are still soaring values in testing. This is because in the scenario tested, the power factor used as input has extreme changes. The result is a surge with steep descent because the capacitor load still has a large value that was installed at a previous time. However, despite this phenomenon, the system is still able to adapt to changes in extreme power factors and different capacitor values.
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